This work introduces a new data structure, called Lattice-Valued Binary Decision Diagrams (or LVBDD for short), for the compact representation and manipulation of functions of the form θ : 2 P → L, where P is a finite set of Boolean propositions and L is a finite distributive lattice. Such functions arise naturally in several verification problems. LVBDD are a natural generalisation of multi-terminal ROBDD which exploit the structure of the underlying lattice to achieve more compact representations. We introduce two canonical forms for LVBDD and present algorithms to symbolically compute their conjunction, disjunction and projection. We provide experimental evidence that this new data structure can outperform ROBDD for solving the finite-word LTL satisfiability problem.
Introduction
Efficient symbolic data structures are often the cornerstone of efficient implementations of model-checking algorithms [5] . Tools like SMV [6] and NuSMV [8] have been applied with success to industrial-strength verification problems. These tools exploit reduced ordered binary decision diagrams [10] (ROBDD for short) which is the reference data structure that has been designed to compactly encode and manipulate Boolean functions i.e., functions of the form θ : 2 P → {0, 1}. ROBDD are often regarded as the basic toolbox of verification, and are, indeed, a very general symbolic data structure.
The dramatic success of ROBDD in the field of computer aided verification has prompted researchers to introduce several variants of ROBDD [1, 2] or to extend them to represent other kinds of functions [3, 12] . For instance, MTBDD [12] have been successfully applied to the representation of functions of the form 2 P → D, where D is an arbitrary domain. However, MTBDD work best when the set D is small, and make no assumptions about the structure of D. In this paper, we introduce a new data structure, called lattice-valued binary decision diagrams (or LVBDD for short) to efficiently handle lattice-valued Boolean functions (LVBF), i.e. functions of the form θ : 2 P → L, where P is a finite set of Boolean propositions and L is a finite distributive lattice.
In our opinion, such an efficient data structure has potentially many applications, as many examples of algorithms manipulating LVBF can be found in the literature. A first example is the transition relation of an alternating finite state automaton (AFA for short). It is well-known that the transition relation of an AFA is an LVBF of the form 2 P → L U , where L U is the (finite distributive) lattice of upward-closed sets of sets of locations of the automaton. Exploiting the particular structure of this transition relation is of crucial importance when analyzing AFA, as recently shown in the antichain line of research [13, 23] . This application is the case study we have retained in this paper. A second example, is the field of multi-valued logics where formulas have Boolean variables but truth values are taken in an arbitrary finite set, usually a lattice. Such multivalued formula occur in the field of multi-valued model checking [7] . Finally, LVBDD could also be useful in the field of abstract interpretation [4] , where they would allow to manipulate more efficiently the abstract domains that mix Boolean variables (to encode some control state for instance), and some numerical abstract domain (to encode more fine-grained information about the numerical variables). Syntactically, LVBDD are an extended form of MTBDD where each node is labeled with a lattice value. The lattice value associated to a path from the root of an LVBDD to a terminal node (which corresponds to a valuation of the Boolean variables) is computed by taking the greatest lower bound of the lattice values along the path. Let us provide a simple example; Fig. 1 illustrates a finite distributive lattice L A , along with an LVBF θ over the propositions c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and L A . Intuitively, the lattice L A can be seen as the possible truth values of a logic that models the potential disagreement of three observers (for instance, A {1,2} represents the situation where the observers 1 and 2 say "true" while observer 3 says "false"). In that context, the function θ represents the "truth statement" of each of the three observers for each valuation. Two different LVBDD that represent θ are illustrated at Fig.2 . By following the paths going from the root to a terminal node, one can easily check that both LVBDD represent the function θ.
The LVBDD of Fig. 2 illustrate the fact that several syntactically different LVBDD can represent the same LVBF. In practice, it is often desirable to have canonical data structures so we introduce two normal forms for LVBDD, which we respectively call shared (SNF) and unshared normal form (UNF). The unshared normal form is very similar to MTBDD as it requires that each non-terminal node be labelled with the largest value of the lattice. On the other hand, the shared normal form can achieve a much more compact representation of LVBF by exploiting the structure of the lattice to share redundant information along its paths. We show that the SNF has the potential to be exponentially more compact than LVBDD in UNF at the price of worst-case-exponential algorithms for the disjunction and intersection. In Section 5, we provide experimental evidence that this exponential behavior is often avoided in practice.
Let us provide some intuition on the shared normal form of LVBDD, using the example of Fig 2. The main idea of the SNF is extremely simple: each node is always labeled with the largest possible lattice value that preserves the desired semantics. Let us denote by paths(n) the set of paths going from a node n to a terminal node, and let us denote by value(π) the greatest lower bound of the lattice values along a path π. Because of the semantics we have just sketched for LVBDD,one can see that the greatest possible label of a node n is exactly lub(n) ≡ {value(π) | π ∈ paths(n)}. In effect, the lattice value lub(n) synthesizes the common information shared by the subgraph rooted by n. This information can be further exploited by the nodes in the subgraph rooted by n in order to have a labeling that contains as few redundancies as possible. More formally, let be the label of n, and n be a descendant of n labeled by ; it is easy to see that we can replace the label of n by the largest lattice value such that = . We show in Section 2 that this factorization operation is well-defined and corresponds to known lattice-theoretic notions. The reader can verify that by applying successive information-sharing and factorization steps repeatedly on the UNF LVBDD on the right of Fig. 2 , we obtain the SNF LVBDD on the left. This SNF LVBDD is more compact because the information-sharing and factorization operations have allowed to increase the sharing in the resulting graph.
Related works While LVBDD represent functions of the form θ : 2 P → L, other structures to represent similar but different kinds of functions have been studied in the literature. ROBDD [10] , and some variants like ZBDD [1] and Boolean Expression Diagrams [2] , encode purely Boolean functions θ : 2 P → {0, 1}. MTBDD [12] represent functions of the form 2 P → D, but do not exploit the structure of D when it is a lattice. Edge-Shifted Decision Diagrams [3] represent functions of the form L P → L and have been applied to Multi-Valued Model Checking. Finally, Lattice Automata [11] represent functions of the form Σ * → L, where Σ is a finite alphabet.
Structure of the paper In Section 2, we the define some basic lattice-theoretic notions. In Section 3, we formally define LVBDD and their normal forms. In Section 4, we describe the algorithms to manipulate LVBDD and discuss their worst-case complexity. Finally Section 5 presents experimental evidence that LVBDD-based algorithms can outperform state-of-the-art tools in the context of finite-word LTL satisfiability. Due to lack of space, the proofs have been omitted. A technical report with the proofs and additional details is available at http://www.antichains.be/atva2010/.
Boolean variables Let P be a finite set of Boolean propositions. A valuation (also called truth assignment) v : P → {0, 1} is a function that associates a truth value to each proposition. We denote by 2 P the set of all valuations over P. For v ∈ 2 P , p ∈ P and i ∈ {0, 1}, we denote by v| p=i the valuation v such that v (p) = i and v (p ) = v(p ) for all p ∈ P \ {p}.
where L is a finite set of elements, ⊆ L × L is a partial order on L; and ⊥ are two elements from L such that: for all x ∈ L : ⊥
x ; and for all x, y there exists a unique greatest lower bound denoted by x y and a unique least upper bound denoted by x y. A finite lattice L, , , ⊥, , , is distributive (FDL for short) iff, for all x, y, z in L:
Another example that will be useful in the sequel is the lattice L UC(S) (for a finite set S) of upward-closed sets of cells of S. We call a cell any finite subset of S. A set of cells U is upward-closed iff for any c ∈ U , for any c s.t. c ⊆ c : c ∈ U too. Given a finite set of cells C, we denote by ↑C the upward-closure of C, i.e., the set {c | ∃c ∈ C : c ⊆ c }. We denote by UC (S) the set of all upward-closed sets of cells of S. Then, L UC(S) = UC (S), ⊆, {∅}, {S}, ∪, ∩ . These two lattices are clearly finite and distributive.
Lattice-valued Boolean functions Now, let us formalise the notion of lattice-valued Boolean function, which is the type of functions that we want to be able to represent and manipulate thanks to LVBDD. For a set of Boolean propositions P and an FDL L = L, , , ⊥, , , a lattice-valued Boolean function (LVBF for short) over P and L is a function θ : 2 P → L. We denote by LVBF (P, L) the set of all LVBF over Boolean propositions P and FDL L. We use the shorthands
, p for λv· if v(p) = 1 then else ⊥ and ¬p for λv· if v(p) = 0 then else ⊥ (with p ∈ P). Given an LVBF θ over P, we denote its existential quantification by ∃P · θ ≡ θ(v) | v ∈ 2 P . For p ∈ P and i ∈ {0, 1}, we define θ| p=i as the LVBF θ : 2 P → L such that θ (v) = θ(v| p=i ) for all v ∈ 2 P . Finally, the dependency set I θ ⊆ P of an LVBF θ is the set of propositions over which θ depends; formally
Example 2. We consider again the lattice L A (see Example 1). An example (using the shorthands defined above) of LVBF of the form
Recall from the introduction that LVBDD in shared normal form attempt to make the representation of LVBF more compact by common information-sharing and factorization. Let us formalize these intuitive notions. The idea of common information-sharing between lattice values 1 , . . . , n corresponds to the least upper bound 1 · · · n of these values. This can be seen on node n in Fig. 2 . All paths containing n correspond to valuations where c 1 = 1. In that case, the LVBF θ (see Fig. 1 
To formalize the idea of factorization, we need an additional lattice operator, namely the relative pseudocomplement [17] . In an FDL, the pseudocomplement of x relative to y, Fig. 1 ). Thus, once n has been labelled by A {1,3} , the label A {3} of its left child can be replaced by
Relative pseudocomplement Let L = L, , , ⊥, , be a lattice. For any x, y in L we consider the set {z | z x y}. If this set has a unique maximal element, we call this element the pseudocomplement of x relative to y and denote it by x → y, otherwise x → y is undefined. We extend this notion to LVBF (P, L) as follows.
In the case where L is an FDL, one can easily show that x → y is defined for any pair x, y. Moreover, when x y, x → y is the greatest element z such that z x = y.
x implies that (i) (x → y) x = y and that (ii) for all z such that z x = y: z (x → y).
Lattice-Valued Binary Decision Diagrams
In this section, we formally define the lattice-valued binary decision diagrams (LVBDD for short) data structure. An LVBDD is a symbolic representation of an LVBF. Syntactically speaking, each LVBDD is a directed, rooted, acyclic graph, whose nodes are labeled by two pieces of information: an index, and a lattice value. LVBDD are thus a strict generalization of reduced ordered binary decision diagrams [10] (ROBDD). LVBDD are also closely related to multi-terminal binary decision diagrams [12] (MTBDD) but do not generalize them since MTBDD can have arbitrary co-domains. Definition 1. Given a set of Boolean propositions P = {p 1 , . . . , p k } and a finite distributive lattice L = L, , , ⊥, , , an LVBDD n over P and L is: (i) either a terminal LVBDD index(n), val(n) where index(n) = k + 1 and val(n) ∈ L; or (ii) a non-terminal LVBDD index(n), val(n), lo(n), hi(n) , where 1 ≤ index(n) ≤ k, val(n) ∈ L and lo(n) and hi(n) are (terminal or non-terminal) LVBDD such that index(hi(n)) > index(n) and index(lo(n)) > index(n).
In the sequel, we refer to LVBDD also as "LVBDD node", or simply "node". For any non-terminal node n, we call hi(n) (resp. lo(n)) the high-child (low-child) of n. We denote by LVBDD(P, L) the set of all LVBDD over P and L. Finally, the set nodes(n) of an LVBDD n is defined recursively as follows. If n is terminal, then nodes(n) = {n}. Otherwise nodes(n) = {n} ∪ nodes(lo(n)) ∪ nodes(hi(n)). The number of nodes of an LVBDD is denoted by |n|.
Semantics of LVBDD The semantics of LVBDD is an LVBF, as sketched in the introduction. Formally, the semantics is defined by the unary function · : LVBDD(P, L) → LVBF (P, L) such that for any n ∈ LVBDD(P, L), n = val(n) if n is terminal, and
Isomorphisms and reduced LVBDD In order to share common subgraphs in LVBDD, we define a notion of isomorphism between LVBDD nodes. Let n 1 , n 2 ∈ LVBDD(P, L).
We say that n 1 and n 2 are isomorphic, denoted by n 1 ≡ n 2 , iff either (i) n 1 and n 2 are both terminal and val(n 1 ) = val(n 2 ), or (ii) n 1 and n 2 are both non-terminal and val(n 1 ) = val(n 2 ), index(n 1 ) = index(n 2 ), lo(n 1 ) ≡ lo(n 2 ) and hi(n 1 ) ≡ hi(n 2 ). An LVBDD n is reduced iff (i) for all n ∈ nodes(n): either n is terminal or (i) lo(n) = hi(n) and (ii) for all n 1 , n 2 ∈ nodes(n): n 1 ≡ n 2 implies n 1 = n 2 .
Normal Forms It is easy to see that there are LVBF θ for which one can find at least two different reduced LVBDD n 1 and n 2 s.t. n 1 = n 2 = θ. For instance, the two LVBDD of Fig. 2 both represent the LVBF θ of Fig. 1 . In order to obtain efficient algorithms to manipulate LVBDD, we define normal forms that associate to each LVBF a unique LVBDD representing it, up to isomorphism and order of the Boolean propositions. In this work, we define two normal forms for LVBDD: (i) the unshared normal form (UNF for short) which is similar to MTBDD, and (ii) the shared normal form (SNF for short) in which common lattice values along paths are shared. We associate to each LVBF θ, a unique LVBDD D U (θ) and a unique LVBDD D S (θ) which are respectively the UNF and SNF LVBDD representing θ:
Definition 2 (Unshared normal form). Let P be a set of Boolean propositions and L be an FDL. Then, for all θ ∈ LVBF (P, L), the UNF LVBDD D U (θ) is the reduced LVBDD defined recursively as follows. 
.
It is not difficult to see that for all LVBF θ, Definition 2 and 3 each yield a unique LVBDD D U (θ) and D S (θ). Then, an LVBDD n is in UNF iff n = D U ( n ). Similarly, n is in SNF iff n = D S ( n ). We denote by LVBDD U (P, L) (resp. LVBDD S (P, L)) the set of all LVBDD in UNF (resp. SNF) on set P of Boolean propositions and FDL L. 
It is easy to see that, for any i ≥ 1, the SNF LVBDD D S (θ i ) has 2 × i + 1 nodes. For instance, θ 3 = (p 1 ↑{{1}}) (p 2 ↑{{2}}) (p 3 ↑{{3}}) and D S (θ 3 ) is shown on the left. However, the corresponding MTBDD (or UNF LVBDD) is of exponential size, as for any v = v , we have θ i (v) = θ i (v ). In this section, we discuss symbolic algorithms to manipulate LVBF via their LVBDD representation. The proofs of these algorithms have been omitted here, but they can be found in the technical report. Remark however that we have managed to prove the correctness of the algorithms for any finite distributive lattice. This general result can be obtained by exploiting Birkhoff's representation theorem [17] , a classical result in lattice theory. Birkhoff's theorem says that any FDL L is isomorphic to a latticeL that has a special structure: its elements are sets of incomparable cells of certain elements of the original lattice L (the meet-irreducible elements). We can thus exploit this structure to prove the algorithms in the special case ofL and deduce the correctness of the algorithm on L, thanks to the isomorphism. The interested reader is referred to the technical report for the complete details.
Throughout this section, we assume that we manipulate LVBDD ranging over the set of propositions P = {p 1 , . . . , p k } and the FDL L = L, , , ⊥, , . We present algorithms to compute the least upper bound , the greatest lower bound , the test for equality, the existential quantification of all the Boolean variables and the relative pseudocomplement with a lattice value for LVBDD in SNF. Then, we briefly sketch these operations for UNF LVBDD as they can be easily obtained from the definition, and are very similar to those for MTBDD.
Memory management and memoization
The creation of LVBDD nodes in memory is carried out by function MK: calling MK(i, d, , h) returns the LVBDD node i, d, , h . As in most BDD packages (see for instance [18] ), our implementation exploits caching techniques to ensure that each unique LVBDD is stored only once, even across multiple diagrams. The implementation maintains a global cache that maps each tuple i, d, , h to a memory address storing the corresponding LVBDD node (if it exists). A call to MK(i, d, , h) first queries the cache and allocates fresh memory space for i, d, , h in the case of a cache miss. Thus, MK guarantees that two isomorphic LVBDD always occupy the same memory address, but does not guarantee that any particular normal form is enforced. We assume that cache queries and updates take O(1) which is what is observed in practice when using a good hash map. We implemented a simple reference counting scheme to automatically free unreferenced nodes from the cache.
We use the standard memoization technique in graph traversal algorithms. Each algorithm has access to its own pair of memo! and memo? functions; memo!(key, value) stores a computed value and associates it to a key; memo?(key) returns the previously stored value, or nil if none was found. Both memo! and memo? run in O(1). Operations on LVBDD in SNF The operations on SNF LVBDD and their complexities are summarized in Table 4 . The procedure PseudoCompSNF(n, d) (see Algorithm 1) takes an LVBDD in SNF n and a lattice value d val(v), and computes the LVBDD n in SNF such that n = d → n . It runs in O(1), since it is sufficient to modify the label of the root. The resulting LVBDD is guaranteed to be still in SNF. This procedure will be invoked by the other algorithms to enforce canonicity.
The procedure ConstMeetSNF(n, d) (Algorithm 2), returns the SNF LVBDD representing n d, where d is a lattice value. ConstMeetSNF consists in recursively traversing the graph (the two recursive calls at lines 8 and 9 return the new subgraphs and h), and to call PseudoCompSNF on and h to enforce canonicity. This procedure runs in O(|n|), thanks to memoization. The procedure MeetSNF(n 1 , n 2 ) (Algorithm 3) returns the SNF LVBDD representing n 1 n 2 . Its execution is sketched in Fig. 3 , when index(n 1 ) = index(n 2 ) (the case index(n 1 ) = index(n 2 ) is similar). The algorithm first performs two recursive calls on n 1 and n 2 's respective lo-and hi-sons, which produces LVBDD and h (not shown on the figure), and computes the value d = val(n 1 ) val(n 2 ) (i.e., d 1 d 2 on the figure), which will be the label of the root in the result. Then, canonicity of the result is enforced in two steps. First, the conjunction of and h with d is computed (second step in the figure) . Second, the subgraphs returned by the recursive calls are factorized w.r.t. the value d, thanks to PseudoCompSNF (third step on the figure). The procedure JoinSNF(n 1 , n 2 ) (Algorithm 4) returns the SNF LVBDD representing n 1 n 2 . Both MeetSNF and JoinSNF run in 2 O(|n1|+|n2|) in the worst case. As an example of worst case for JoinSNF, consider, for any n ≥ 1, the lattice L UC({1,...,2n}) and the two LVBF θ n ≡ 1≤j≤n p j ↑{{j}} and θ n ≡ 1≤j≤n p j ↑{{n + j}} . It is easy to check that, for any n ≥ 1, |D S (θ n )| = |D S (θ n )| = 2 n + 1 (see Example 3), but that D S (θ n θ n ) has 2 O(|n1|+|n2|) nodes. A similar example can be built for MeetSNF. Operations on LVBDD in UNF For an UNF LVBDD n, ∃P : n = v n (v) amounts to n ∈N val(n ), where N is the set of terminal nodes of n. This operation is thus in O(|n|). The computation of the and operators is done by computing the synchronised product of the two diagrams, similarly to MTBDD [12] . For instance, when n 1 and n 2 are terminal LVBDD in UNF, the UNF LVBDD that represents n 1 n 2 is k + 1, val(n 1 ) val(n 2 ) . When n 1 and n 2 are non-terminal LVBDD in UNF with the same index, the UNF LVBDD that represents n 1 n 2 is obtained by building recursively the LVBDD representing lo(n 1 ) lo(n 2 ) and hi(n 1 ) hi(n 2 ) , and adding a root labelled by . With memoization, we can achieve polynomial complexity.
Empirical Evaluation.
In this section, we apply our new data structure to the satisfiability problem for the finiteword linear temporal logic (LTL for short). In recent works [22, 23] , it has been shown that algorithms based on both antichains and ROBDD, can outperform purely ROBDDbased techniques like the ones implemented in the tools SMV and NuSMV. Our experiments show that an approach based on a combination of antichains and LVBDD in SNF can be even more efficient.
We solve the LTL satisfiability problem by the classical reduction to the language emptiness for alternating automata (AFA for short). AFA are a natural generalization of both non-deterministic and universal automata, as they use both conjunctive and disjunctive constraints to encode the transition relation. Due to lack of space, we do not define AFA formally but we illustrate their semantics on the example AFA of Fig. 4 ; this AFA has three locations 1, 2, 3, with 1 being the initial location and 1, 3 being memo!( n1, n2 , n ) ; memo!( n2, n1 , n ) ; 20 return n ; 21 end 22 the accepting locations. A run of an AFA is a sequence of sets of locations (called configurations); a run is accepting if it ends in a subset of the accepting locations, and is initial if it begins with a configuration that contains the initial location. The language of an AFA is defined as the set of finite words for which the automaton admits an initial accepting run. In the figure, the forked arrows depict the AFA's transitions. Reading a valuation v, the AFA can move from configuration c 1 to c 2 iff for each ∈ c 1 there exists a transition from labeled by ϕ such that all target locations are in c 2 and v |= ϕ. For example, if the AFA reads the valuation grant = 0 req = 1 from {1, 3}, it must go to {1, 2, 3}. Alternating automata enjoy the following useful property: the set of successor configurations of any configuration is always upward-closed for subset inclusion; this observation is the basis for the antichain-based approach to AFA analysis. We do not recall the framework of antichains here, but it can be found in [14] .
The translation from LTL to AFA yields automata which have an alphabet equal to the set of valuations of the Boolean propositions of the LTL formula. It is easy to see that, in that case, the transition function of an AFA can be encoded with an LVBF over the set of propositions of the formula and the lattice of upward-closed sets of configurations of the automaton. For example, the LTL formula 2(req → 3grant) translates to the automaton of Fig. 4 (a) , and the LVBF corresponding to the outgoing transitions of location 1 is ↑{{1}} (¬req grant) ↑{{1, 2}} req ¬grant . We consider two encodings for the LVBF of AFA transitions. The first encoding uses LVBDD in shared normal form, while the second uses traditional ROBDD. The of these LVBDD is labeled with a lattice value, here an upward-closed set of configurations of the automaton. In this work, we encode these upward-closed sets with ROBDD; other encodings are possible (e.g., covering sharing trees [9] ) but we do not discuss them here as this is orthogonal to our work. For the ROBDD encoding of LVBF of AFA transitions, we use one variable per proposition of the LTL formula and location of the automaton. Both encodings are illustrated at Fig. 4 (b) and (c).
We consider three series of parametric scalable LTL formulas: mutex formulas, lift formulas and pattern formulas. The mutex and lift formulas have been used previously as LTL benchmark formulas in [22] , and the pattern formulas were used as benchmark formulas by Vardi et al. in [15] and previously in [16] . The presentation (given below) of the mutex and lift formulas has been slightly simplified due to space limitations; all the benchmarks in their complete form are available for download at http://www.antichains.be/atva2010/.
For each set of formulas, we supply an initial ordering of the propositions. Providing a sensible initial ordering is critical to the fair evaluation of BDD-like structures, as these are known to be very sensitive to variable ordering.
The mutex formulas describe the behavior of n concurrent processes involved in a mutual exclusion protocol. The proposition c i indicates that process i is in its critical section, r i that it would like to enter the critical section, and d i that it has completed its execution. The initial ordering on the propositions is r 1 , c 1 , d 1 , . . . , r n , c n , d n . We check that µ(n) ∧ ¬(3r 1 → 3d 1 ) is unsatisfiable.
he lift formula describes the behavior of a lift system with n floors. The proposition b i indicates that the button is lit at floor i, and f i that the lift is currently at floor i. The initial variable ordering is b 1 , f 1 , . . . , b n , f n . We check that
The pattern formulas of [15] are found below, and their initial proposition ordering is set to p 1 , . . . , p n .
In order to evaluate the practical performances of LVBDD, we have implemented two nearly identical C++ prototypes, which implement a simple antichain-based forward fixpoint computation [22, 23] to solve the satisfiability problem for finite word LTL. These two prototypes differ only in the encoding of the LVBF of the AFA transitions: one uses LVBDD while the other uses the BuDDy [18] implementation of ROBDD with the SIFT reordering method enabled. On the other hand, a recent survey by Vardi and Rozier [15] identifies NuSMV [8] as one of the best tools available to solve this problem 1 . NuSMV implements many optimization such as conjunctiveclustering of the transition relation and dynamic reordering of the BDD variables, so we believe that NuSMV provides an excellent point of comparison for our purpose. The use of NuSMV for finite-word LTL satisfiabilty is straightforward: we translate the formula into an AFA, which is then encoded into an SMV module with one input variable (IVAR) per proposition and one state variable (VAR) per location of the automaton. To check for satisfiability, we ask NuSMV to verify the property "CTLSPEC AG !accepting" where accepting is a formula which denotes the set of accepting configurations of the automaton. We invoke NuSMV with the "-AG" and "-dynamic" command-line options which respectively enable a single forward reachability computation and dynamic reordering of BDD variables. We now present two sets of experiments which illustrate the practical efficiency of LVBDD in terms of running time and compactness.
Running time comparison In our first set of experiments, we have compared the respective running times of our prototypes and NuSMV on the benchmarks described above. These results are reported in Table 2 , where we highlight the best running times in bold.
It is well-known that ordered decision diagrams in general are very sensitive to the ordering of the variables. In practice, ROBDD packages implement dynamic variable reordering techniques to automatically avoid bad variable orderings. However, these techniques are known to be sensitive to the initial variable ordering, so a sensible initial ordering is a necessary component to the fair evaluation of ordered decision diagrams. In our experiments, we have two sets of variables which respectively encode the LTL propositions and the AFA locations. We provide an initial sensible ordering for both sets of variables; the LTL propositions are initially ordered as described previously, and the AFA locations are ordered by following a topological sort 2 . Finally, for the ROBDDbased tools, we provide an initial ordering such that the LTL propositions variables precede the AFA location variables. In Table 2 , the "NuSMV + ord" and "NuSMV" columns respectively contain the running times of NuSMV when provided with our initial ordering, or without any initial ordering.
On most of the examples, the LVBDD-based prototype performs better than NuSMV and the ROBDD prototype. For the mutex and lift benchmarks, LVBDD seem to scale much better than ROBDD. We have investigated the scalability of ROBDD on these instances with profiling tools, which revealed that a huge proportion of the run time is spent on variable reordering. Disabling dynamic reordering for either the ROBDDbased prototype or NuSMV on these instances made matters even worse, with neither NuSMV nor our ROBDD-based prototype being able to solve them for parameter values beyond 30. These observations shed light on one of the key strengths of LVBDD in the context of LVBF representation. While ROBDD-based encodings must find a suitable interleaving of the domain and co-domain variables, which can be very costly, LVBDD avoid this issue altogether, even when co-domain values are encoded using ROBDD.
Finally, the results for the pattern formulas confirm earlier research [23] by showing that the antichain approach (i.e., columns ROBDD, LVBDD) and the fully-symbolic approach (NuSMV in our case) exhibit performance behaviors that are incomparable in general; in the Q benchmark, the antichains grow exponentially in length, while the S benchmark makes the ROBDD reordering-time grow exponentially.
Compactness comparison
In this set of experiments, we compare the compactness of LVBDD and ROBDD when encoding LVBF occurring along the computation of the fixed point that solves the satisfiability for the lift formulas. These experiments are reported in Table 3 . We report on the largest and average structure sizes encountered along the fixed point. We performed the experiments for ROBDD both with and without dynamic reordering enabled, and for two different reordering techniques provided in the BuDDy package: SIFT and WIN2. The sizes reported for LVBDD is equal to the number of decision nodes of the LVBDD plus the number of unique ROBDD nodes that are used to encode the lattice values labelling the LVBDD. This metric is thus an accurate representation of the total memory footprint of LVBDD and is fair for the comparison with ROBDD. These experiments show that, as expected, LVBDD are more compact than ROBDD in the context of LVBF representation, although ROBDD can achieve sizes that are comparable with LVBDD, but at the price of a potentially very large reordering overhead. This increased compactness explains the better running times of the LVBDD prototype reported in Table 2 .
All experiments were performed with a timeout of 1000 seconds on an Intel Core i7 3.2 Ghz CPU with 12 GB of RAM. A preliminary version of our C++ LVBDD library is freely available at http://www.ulb.ac.be/di/ssd/nmaquet/#research.
